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North Haven Yacht Club
News and Views
Through 2018
July Edition

The annual Kids’ Club camping trip to Brownsea Island.

On 6-8 July around 40 kids and adults made their way over to Brownsea Island in a variety
of boats, including Hobie Cats, bosuns and the ever reliable Scoop.  As always, it was a
fantastic and very memorable weekend!  Read on to find out about our adventures … !
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We arrived on the Friday instead of our normal Kids’ Club.

Everyone was very excited, we were staying on our boat
“Alma” so only packed a few sensible things, then we
anchored near the camp and went ashore.

The children played
and we climbed
trees and found
sticks.  Then we had

a delicious barbeque for our tea and soon I saw a
deer right next to the campsite.  It was wild but
friendly.

My family rowed backed to our boat and I kayaked
back in the dark.  I had a good night on our boat
and I slept well.

The next day, we had tasty
bacon sandwiches then it was
time for archery which I really
enjoyed.  I had my lunch of
sandwiches and crisps and
then it was a very low tide but
some people went to watch
football so we played on the
sandbank and swam out to our
boat.  I did the quick water run
to top up the tanks of water.
Then, it was tea time and that
night was a yummy curry
which I tried for the first time
and it was spicy but
nice.

I had another good night’s sleep, then the next
morning I went ashore and my Dad took our boat
back to NHYC while we played in the water and my
brother sailed a topper.  We had a scavenger hunt
which I really enjoyed.  It was a really great experience
and I’m already excited about next year as we can
choose activities.  I am really excited about “flood
rescue”.

By Matthew Dean, age 8
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Kids Club Camp on Brownsea Island was a great experience!
The journey over in Scoop was fun, but we did get splashed
a lot!  In the afternoons and evenings we played games and ate
some amazing food (Curry - YUM ).  We also enjoyed watching
an epic game of football and we (England) won!  Go team!

The highlight of the trip for me was the archery.  We were
told to try and hit the balloon that was pinned in the centre
of the target.

The stands had been moved back to their
furtherest distance away, we were all under
pressure - Who would hit it first?  I pulled my
bow back and shot, I hit it.  From that point
on I was known as the new Katniss Everdeen.
I was famous! Everyone enjoyed the trip and
had a great weekend away. Hopefully next

                                                                                      year will be just as thrilling.

By Sienna Hanson, age 13
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Venturing across the low seas to Furzey Island

On Sunday morning we woke up to a beautifully
sunny day and a very low tide.  We decided to
take a swim to Furzey Island to explore and so
we swam and kayaked over to the
deserted beach.  The kids did a great job of the
swim considering it looked a shorter swim than it
turned out to be.  We safely made it ashore to
have a good read of the ‘No Landing On The
Beach’ signs … After the very brief visit we
returned to the Brownsea sand bank with more
kids on the kayaks for the return journey.

By the Brooks family, age 10, 11 and 40+

Archery was a good,
fun activity.  It was a
shame about the lack
of wind, but the low-
tide beach fun made
up for it.  A cheeky
swim/ kayak over to
Furzey Island was cool.
A fun and friendly
atmosphere!

By Tom Sherrell,
age 16

It was nice to have the freedom to roam
the island.  The scavenger hunt was good fun.
It was great being able to eat outside every
mealtime as the weather was so good.

By Jacob Sherrell, age 13
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Some of our members may remember a friendly, feathered visitor we
had at the club house for a week or so.  He could be seen strolling
about the decking, brazenly asking for food.

At first glance just a con man city pigeon, the sort a lot of us would
have revulsion for.  This chap did seem to be accustomed to people.  I spent some
time trying to get to know close enough to this guy.

He had two rings on his legs: one red, the other
green, it was obvious he was a homing pigeon,
albeit not a very good one.

I contacted a friend of mine who keeps these birds.
I asked his advice on what to do with him.  Firstly it
became clear that he would not survive long out in
the wild, being used to a coup and food being
provided: sweet corn and seed, not the biscuits and
crisps he had been eating at the club.  It was
suggested that I capture him and take him to a
pigeon fancier near to my home.  The red tag had a
number on it, identifying the owner and the green
tag activated the sensor at the finish line of a race.
Well I spent a couple of hours trying to catch him,
all to no avail.  Then I remembered a cartoon I had

seen as a kid, the "Road Runner" … so the plan was hatched, to use an up-turned box,
a stick to prop it up, some string tied to the stick and a trail of sweet corn leading to
the under side of the box.  So off I go home to get all this stuff together.

Upon arrival back at the club the pigeon is already in a box waiting for me!!
Apparently one of our members had just walked up to him, picked him up and
popped him in the box.  I have no idea who that member was!  I was really looking
forward to caring out my plan of capture and filming the moment.

I took him to the pigeon fancier near me.  I asked him to let me know the details of the
bird once he had been identified.  He turned out to be a Welsh pigeon, which would
explain why he didn’t respond to my requests.

The last I heard was that he will be returned to his owner.
Sent by pigeon post I assume.

BEEP!
BEEP!
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June boat fishing competition

2 June 2018

Due to family commitments and a hospital visit we
were a little light on our normal turnout, but the
five anglers taking part had a great day.  Thirteen
smooth hounds were recorded for the competition
but many more were caught; all swam away
happily.  Bream and dog fish were caught in
abundance but only five per angler counted for the
competition.  Three anglers had a conger eel each,
Pete Russell also managed a plaice and a ray,
giving him the top spot.

Due to the T-piece being full of boats on our return, we picked up the taxi
mooring and rafted up for our presentation as only two boats were fishing.

1st Pete Russell

2nd Colin Francis

3rd Paul Renyard

4th Bobi Francis

5th Tim North

Bobi won the tackle voucher.

Tight lines

Bobi and Colin
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FOOTBALL WORLD CUP
Saturday 7th July saw the clubhouse transformed for big screen
viewing of the football World Cup quarter final game between
England and Sweden.

Commodore Barry was serving refreshments to an excited and
expectant audience.

So great was the excitement about the game that twenty adult and
child campers from the Kids’ Club camping trip to Brownsea had
ventured back to the mainland to join those gathered to watch
the match.  Quite a logistical challenge … as was ferrying everyone
back to the island again, especially after the consumption of a few match lagers.

But the effort all proved worthwhile!  It was great to share the excitement of England’s 2-0 win
over Sweden with all those gathered in the clubhouse.  A memory to treasure of England’s
last win in the 2018 World Cup competition … until the next time, then!
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On Saturday 14th July we had five toppers and two
bosuns sailing at the Adult Sail Training morning.
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At June’s meeting of the club’s Art Group,
which actually took place on 4th July, we had a
go at drawing and painting pieces in the style
of famous artists.  We were delighted to be
joined by our youngest member, William
Brooks, who created some wonderful,
colourful drawings inspired by Andy Warhol.
Other artists that members used for
inspiration included Van Gogh and Klimt.
Unlike William, I didn’t quite get my picture
finished during the evening and I took it
home to sit on my desk and wait for ‘the right
moment’ to finish it off …

Before I could find that ‘moment’, along came our July
meeting proper!  This time we had a go at fine pen
drawings.  I made sure that I planned a picture I thought I
could complete during the evening.  However, the best laid
plans … a warm, sunny evening ensured a busy clubhouse
and it turned out to be a very sociable evening.  It was a
pleasure, too, to be joined by a professional artist, Julie,
who sat and did some drawing with us and showed us
some of her own lovely work.  In between the chatting and
distractions,
though, I did finally
manage to get my
drawing finished
this time!

Art Group
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Kids’ Club
Even though we’ve had heat wave conditions for what seems like months,
it’s not every week that the tide or wind is favourable enough for our young
Kids’ Club members to be out sailing.  Sometimes it can be more of a paddle in
the muddy low-tide waters.  However, no water or wind has meant the children
have been able to have a go at other activities … they’ve practiced tying knots
(something the adults could perhaps benefit from too?) and also ventured over
the road to the Sandbanks beach to play rounders and volley ball.

Kids’ Club is 6-8pm on
Friday’s during the summer.
All children need to wear a
buoyancy aid and need to
bring an adult along to
supervise them.  In return
for £1.50, children also get
a couple of hot dogs and
a drink.

On Saturday 1st September it’s the Kids’ Club Regatta.  You can expect delights
such as crabbing, kayak races and the ever entertaining slippery pole!  Keep an
eye out for more information!

Congratulations!
Many congratulations
to Kids’ Club regular
Thomas Dean,
age 10,  who has
been awarded
his RYA Youth Level
1 and 2 through
Rockley Watersports.

Here he is with his
certificates and out
on the water showing
off his skills.  Well
done Thomas!
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Flaming June was followed by scorching July, and cloudless blue skies by more of the same.
Our newly acquired Mediterranean climate seems to have settled on a pattern of breathless
mornings, breezy lunchtimes, and evenings which even occasionally deliver sufficient puff to
coax a murmur from Aristocat.  20kph elicits a low hum which increases in pitch as 30kph is
approached.

We have enjoyed some windy days too, and on one such blustery Sunday morning, with my
own son-sized ballast unavailable, I elected to leave Aristocat on her mooring and offer to
hang my 13 stone out on Mad Catter’s trapeze.  The Admiral, having already briefly soloed
that morning was only too pleased with the opportunity to power up Mad Catter without
flogging the life out of the sails, and it would also provide an opportunity in challenging
conditions, to practice tacking.

Gybing the Hobie is not an issue, or at least sheet out the main and jib, pull the tiller toward
you, and you will accelerate through the gybe and find yourself in next to no time a lot further
down wind (perhaps than you anticipated), and hopefully on the other tack.  Plenty of room,
swift movement and ducked heads (the Hobie boasts a long hard metal boom) are key to
successful completion.  Easy enough.

Pushing the bow through the wind however can be a far more frustratingly pedestrian affair.
Whilst great for a speedy hand-braked instant stop, right onto your mooring (if you dare),
should you wish to actually complete the tack, then somewhat counterintuitive adjustments
are required.  Sheet out a little on the main and push the tiller away from you quickly (a
gentle tack is not the order of the day here).  Leave the jib to back and push the bows through
the wind, then let the lazy sheet go, sheet in the jib and power up the main – simple.  Get it
wrong and you risk stalling, sailing backwards (a three point turn may rescue the situation),
and even pushing back through the wind to finish on the same tack you started.  So practice.

With Big Tim gamely single-handedly
out-pointing us on Off Your Trolley,
blustery conditions, and bows-halting
white horses only increasing the
opportunity to stall during the tack, we set
off on a beat up the north side of
Brownsea.  Swinging in from the trapeze
in good time also helps – time it right and
an almost balletic precision tack is
possible - time it wrong …

Herding Cats
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As we approached the western end of the island, we were beginning to get the hang of it and,
electing to avoid the approaching Poole Yacht Club dinghy racing fleet, we threw one in and
headed back towards the island.  Unlike a reach, with main and jib sheeted in, to avoid the
bows lifting skyward, a beat requires weight on the Hobie rail to be further forward.  On a
reach, fully powered up however, the bows risk submarining if the weight is not right on the
aft quarter.  We of course were on a tack, or at least we started on a tack.  Whether the wind
shifted, or we bore off is difficult to say, but our increased speed should have provided a hint.
Nudging past 25kph, still hard sheeted in, hanging out from the beam, it is probably safe to
say (GoPro backed from the head cam I was wearing – gimbal-mounted GoPro still
conspicuously absent) that we were no longer on a beat, and somewhat caught in the
moment.

Whooping and screaming,
it was shortly after the
Garmin recorded 30kph that
the inevitable happened.
The leeward bow nosed
under.  Time stood still.
We pitch-poled.

The bungee cord which
secures the trapeze wires underneath the trampoline is no match for my catapulted bulk and
gave up the fight with no noticeable resistance as I flew some twenty feet from the upturned
Hobie, and landed with a splash.  As Chris toppled head over heels from the submerged
lower hull, Mad Catter, bows pointing into the wind, caught a gust lifting her main free from
the water.  Still tethered to the harness wire, she began to sail off, raising her mast aloft and
dragging me along à la wakeboarder before giving up on the idea and toppling once more to
the horizontal.

We were not about to get away with a self-righting.  What followed was a wearing, and painful
(not just my left leg – stanchion impact possibly?  Lucky I was wearing a full wetsuit and boots)
exercise in attempting to right a Hobie.  To cut a long story short, Big Tim reached back and
forth shouting encouragement (at least that’s what I thought he was shouting) and having
observed us cartwheel and flip Mad Catter to the opposite capsize tack (must grab and hold
on to the dolphin spreader) for the umpteenth time, eventually decided to head back to the
NHYC to pick up the safety boat.
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Pure chance had toppled us in open
water, but outside of the channel, and
though Off Your Trolley soon
disappeared, we were reassuringly
approached, and offered assistance by
a number of passing vessels, including
the Harbour Master.  Eventually,
following some head scratching, and
much huffing and puffing, we once
again managed to point the bows in to
the wind (a must on a blustery day).
Then, with the main sheet unclipped,
and the mast float (hanging from a

single bolt) taking on water (which hardly assisted), we managed to right her, and more
importantly grab hold of the dolphin spreader and keep her righted.

A tail-between-legs limp back to the NHYC followed.  Half way back up the island we were
greeted by Albatross which, with the safety boat currently out of action, had been dispatched
to our aid.

Thankful for their endeavours, assistance was fortunately not needed in the end.  The cost of
our dunking could be tallied up as follows:

● New mast float (currently a fender can be seen strapped to the top of MC)
● Cuts and bruises
● Replacement iPhone – Siri says ‘no’ to saltwater baths in bargain water-proof

pouches
● One pair of sunglasses
● Damaged pride

The Brownsea KC camp would be the next
major fleet outing, a relatively uneventful
weekend for the cats, though I did manage to
donate my GoPro to the brine on the voyage
over – luckily the string remained stubbornly
attached to Aristocat …  With Big Tim away
and Kevin on anniversary-holiday-tight-
schedule, ensuring Concrete Boots would
remain at the NHYC, it was left to Dennis to
accompany Mad Catter and Aristocat from
the Dart side.  A thorough drenching of his
crew member proved reward for sitting on
the lea side on the way over.  Saturday’s
planned sailing was somewhat curtailed by light winds and England’s World Cup football
exploits, but there was sufficient wind to drive the fleet back Sunday afternoon.
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The Hobie drama was not quite completed however.  A week or so post KC camp,
circumnavigating Brownsea with Denis in tow, reaching along Blood Alley, the Admiral
suffered his second mast tumbling moment of the season.  A broken stanchion fitting was
later found to be the culprit (must check my fittings).  Fortunately, especially given son
William was on board at the time, the mast toppled to windward (as it would) and came
crashing down without causing injury or apparent damage.  This left only the small matter of
getting back to the NHYC.

Having swum Mad Catter to the shore, with sails dropped and mast lashed, Dennis attempted
game-fully to tow MC back to the NHYC.  With steerage proving challenging (ask Big Tim
about towing a doughnut from a Dart), and not relishing negotiating a tow through the busy
harbour entrance, a passing rib fortunately came to their aid, and eventually towed MC back
to NHYC.  It is fair to say, it has been an interesting few weeks for Mad Catter.

Further Cat news:
Rumours are another Hobie 16 may
soon be nipping along to join the
fleet – watch this space …
The appearance of “The Kid” joining
the fleet out on the water this
season is still keenly awaited – we
often have incident free outings –
honestly.

One for the diary:
ROUND the ISLAND RACE (BROWNSEA) for DINGHIES / CATAMARANS
8.30am REGISTER at NHYC
9.30am RACE STARTS
12.30pm BUFFET LUNCH (with hot dogs, burgers, salads & desserts) £5 per person.

And finally … on 29th July I was due to
attempt my annual Round Brownsea
swim, unfortunately stormy weather
ensured this was postponed.  However,
by way of a practice run, we sailed
Aristocat around one week before what
was due to be the big day.  Our track,
NHYC to NHYC was almost twice the
distance of the swim and in a fraction of
the time.  Pity there is not a non-wetsuit
Hobie category …
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A BIG thank you, as always, to everyone who has sent stories and photos for
this month’s newsletter, especially to the children (and their parents) who
contributed to the Brownsea article.

If you would like to contribute to the club newsletter, please email your news,
stories or photos to me:  newsletter@nhyc.org.uk

Final word …

mailto: newsletter@nhyc.org.uk

